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Question # 1
Do you know what are the Photoshop's work areas?

Answer:-
The Photoshop's work area includes Application Bar, Option Bar, Panel Dock and Tools panel.
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
Tell me can we use bamboo tablet in Photoshop?

Answer:-
Yes, you can use bamboo tablet in Photoshop.  After installing the bamboo tablet software, open the software. Once done, the next step is to configure the four
hotkeys of Bamboo tablet with the help of the software available in tablet. Create a new document and open the Photoshop, you can now have Photoshop with a
bamboo tablet.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
Tell me with the help of spin software how you can make 3D sphere?

Answer:-
To make 3D sphere, select blur from filter menu and click on radial blur.  Select spin option in the blur method section, you can increase or decrease the amount of
spin by dragging the slider.
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
What is Gradients?

Answer:-
Gradients are a great way to introduce flashy, eye-catching graphics in your pages.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
What are your strengths and weaknesses as Photoshop Expert?

Answer:-
I am pretty creative, always coming with new ideas and solutions. On the top of that, I am quite skilled in drawing. On the other hand, my management skills are
quite bad. I can hardly manage other people... I plan to participate in a management training to improve on my weakness.
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
Please explain something about your latest design projects. What challenges did you face and how did you handle it?

Answer:-
First of all, you should prepare a portfolio of best works, either in an electronic, or in a paper form. Every responsible designer serious about his job search has one. It
can be simple, but it should be nice. Do not economize. Use quality printer and colors, so your works look good on the paper.
Such a portfolio should include also a goal of each project, your target audience, and programs/techniques you used to complete it. It is good to have few copies of
your portfolio, so you can leave one to the interviewers (at least for temporary time).
Read More Answers.

Question # 7
Explain me what is Adobe Photoshop?
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Answer:-
It is software developed by Adobe to create and edit images and logos. By adobe photoshop adjustment and modification can be done.
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
Explain me how you can unlock the background in Photoshop?

Answer:-
To unlock the background image, first click on the picture or image and then select MODE option.  After that, select the option GRAY SCALE and revert to LAYER.
When you double click on the surface, the surface will be unlocked.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
Explain me how to create an artistic border?

Answer:-
To create an artistic border, you must select an image. After that, add a layer mask in a layer pallet then select filter-> brush strokes-> sprayed strokes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
What is Clone tool in Photoshop?

Answer:-
Clone tool uses the current brush to repair the problem areas in photos and pictures, by painting over them with pixel data from other areas.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
Tell me what is a Bezier curve?

Answer:-
It is a mathematically defined curve used in two-dimensional graphic applications. It is defined by four points, the initial position, two middle point positions and a
terminating position.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
Explain what is the meaning of a Path?

Answer:-
A path can be defined as a collection of possibly disconnected, lines and areas describing the image. In simple words, it is a collection of curves and line segments
arranged on the page. A path cannot be drawn by itself, but after it is specified it can be stroked (lines) or filled (places) making the proper marks.
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
Explain me what color is considered to be blown out?

Answer:-
Any colour whose number exceeds 240 in light room is considered as blown out color.
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
Tell me where you we use file name templates?

Answer:-
File name templates can be used whenever you choose to rename files.
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
Tell me how you can analyze the color tone in light room?

Answer:-
On the top right hand corner of the library there you can see a histogram. This histogram gives you a fair idea about your image appearance whether it is blown out or
suave.
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
Tell me how you can sync edits for multiple images in lightroom?

Answer:-
Once you have edited the image and you want the same changes in other images as well you can use the function "Sync" at the bottom of the develop panel.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 17
Tell us what brands do you most admire and how do they influence your work?

Answer:-
This is a good opportunity to see whether a designer is abreast of current design trends and a good fit for your specific business needs. They should be able to
articulate what makes a brand stand out, graphically speaking, whether that brand is directly related to your business or if it shares similar attributes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
Tell me how to Unlock Background?

Answer:-
Click on IMAGE go to MODE and select GRAY SCALE (if the PDF or JPG is black / white), and go back to the LAYER and double click, that will unlocked, if do
not, go back to IMAGE and select RGB color and double click, that would do it. Click on IMAGE go to MODE and select GRAY SCALE (if the PDF or JPG is
black / white), and go back to the LAYER and double click, that will unlocked, if do not, go back to IMAGE and select RGB color and double click, that would do it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
Tell me how do you create an artistic border?

Answer:-
1. Open any image> 
2. Make a selection using the ?rectangular Marquee Tool? (M) 
3. In your layer pallet> add a layer mask 
4. Then go to Filter>Brush Strokes>Sprayed Strokes and play with the stroke length etc. You can apply other styles too.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
Tell me for Photoshop is CS3 really that much better than CS2 on an Intel Mac?

Answer:-
On both the Photoshop CS works fine. But on Mac it seems to speed up faster. The startup is much faster than on windows but relative to the velocity of the CS2, it
indeed is faster. So yes, photoshop cs3 is better at functioning on an intel mac rater than cs2, due to the faster startup
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
Tell me all software products you can work with. How long have you been working with it. What do you like about this and that program?

Answer:-
It is better to be humble. They can let you work with CAD or Photoshop right in the interview. After all, it is the best way to see if you can really do your job in the
program. Practical exercises are becoming pretty common in graphic design interviews, so be aware of it.
Recruiters use this question as a test of your trustworthiness too. If you say you are skilled with Photoshop, but are unable to complete the assigned tasks later, you
will not get the job. They will not trust you anymore. Without trust, there is no job contract...
Therefor, I suggest you to be humble and name only programs you can really work with. You should say how long you have been working with it and list few
advantages it has. It is the best way how to answer this question.
Read More Answers.

Question # 22
Do you know what is a Gradient in Adobe Photoshop?

Answer:-
Gradients are a great way to introduce eye-catching and flashy graphics in your pages.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
Tell me what tool you can use to combine images?

Answer:-
You can use Auto-blend layers command to combine images. Auto-blend layers uses layer masks as needed to mask-out over underexposed areas.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
Tell me how you can fix blown out colors in light room?

Answer:-
To fix the blown out colors in light room, you have to go to local adjustment brush option in lightroom and you can adjust your color. Either you can reduce the effect
of color or either you can balance the effect of color by increasing the proportion of the opposite color.
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
Tell me why filename template is important in light room?
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Answer:-
File name template is important in light room because with the file name template you can save lot of information about the image like meta-data of that image,
equipment, date, equipment etc. Apart from that, you can also include a custom text field.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
Explain me how do you work with collaborators like copywriters, developers, and project managers? Tell me about the final hand-off process?

Answer:-
Great graphic designers are team players who ask questions and solicit feedback. A good candidate will feel comfortable collaborating with clients on a project. They
should be able to recommend specific file types for review, source files, and deliverables to make the final hand off as smooth as possible.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
Explain me about your experience working remotely. What do you feel is important to make sure the work gets done efficiently?

Answer:-
This question should give you some insight into a graphic designer's work style. Mentioning the importance of regular communication, organization, and
accountability are good signs.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
Tell me what is a Smart Object?

Answer:-
Photoshop CS2 introduces a new type of layer called a Smart Object layer. Smart Objects are a little like symbols in Illustrator. Smart objects can consist of
pixel-based content or vector-based content, like an Illustrator drawing placed in a Photoshop document. With smart objects, you can make multiple copies of a single
object and all copies will be updated when one of the copies is edited ? but you can still apply layer styles and adjustment layers to the individual smart objects
without affecting all copies, which provides for a lot of flexibility. Pixel-based smart objects also remember their original size and can be transformed multiple times
without loss.
Smart objects is the pixel-and vector based content.
Read More Answers.

Question # 29
Tell me what has caught your eye on our job description?

Answer:-
Your job description is designed exceptionally, in both graphics and wording. One can see that even an HR person from your company is a creative mind. It signifies
for me that this is the company where one can grow and improve every day as a designer. The list of working duties was very interesting for me too. Brand building is
a field I would really love to be involved in.
Read More Answers.

Question # 30
Explain me what's an example of a project where you disagreed with the client's feedback and how did you handle it?

Answer:-
Good designers should be able to defend and support their work in a professional, respectful way. You want designers who believe enough in their work not to be
steamrolled but also who won't be difficult to work with or refuse to adapt.
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
Tell me how do you incorporate feedback into your designs? What's a time you received hard criticism for your work?

Answer:-
You want to make sure you're selecting someone who can solve design problems, not create them. Great designers aren't precious about their work, and mature
designers appreciate and incorporate constructive feedback.
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
Tell me with filter options in library what all things you can sort and search in lightroom?

Answer:-
With the use of filter options you can sort and search various options like
* File type ( JPG, DNG, RAW etc.)
* Lens Model
* Camera Model
* Lens focal length
* Aperture, ISO
* Keywords
* Flash state
* Flag status
* Virtual copies and many more
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Read More Answers.

Question # 33
Tell me what is the difference between PSB (Photoshop Big) and PSD (Photoshop Document)?

Answer:-
They both are file formats to store digital images.  There is very less difference between PSB and PSD, what they differ is how they are stored and used.  PSD is a
default extension for Photoshop files and it can support the file size of 30,000 by 30,000 pixels. While for creating big documents or large image .psb file format is
used, and it can save an image size upto 300,000 by 300,000 pixels.
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
What is resizing images and what are the parameters to change the size of the picture?

Answer:-
To suit a particular purpose of the application resizing of the images is done.
The parameters to change the size of image are:
* Type of image or picture
* Size of pixels
* Background resolution
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
How you can re-size the image in Photoshop?

Answer:-
To resize the image in Photoshop you have to go into menu bar, under menu bar you will find an option "Image Size". On clicking that option, it will open a dialog
box, by which you can adjust the size of the image.
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
Please explain what are Lasso tools and name them?

Answer:-
With lasso tools precise area of an image can be selected, just by tracing the selection outlines the areas are selected.
* Simple Lasso Tool
* Polygonal Lasso Tool
* Magnetic Lasso Tool
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
Tell me how you can import photographs in Lightroom from hard-drives?

Answer:-
When you start lightroom, it automatically ready itself for immediate import as soon as you connect an external storage device to your computer. But it fails then you
have to follow the steps below.
* First select the source to import images file form
* Second step includes selecting files which one you want to import
* Once you select the files, you have to specify the method of import for example like Copy as DNG, Copy, Move , Add etc.
* The last step is to choose the destination to copy files to, file handling options and meta-data setting. This step is little longer than other steps as it includes other
steps like file handling, file re-naming, apply during import etc.
Read More Answers.

Question # 38
Do you know how to create the HDR effects in lightroom?

Answer:-
In order to give an HDR effect to photo in light room,
* You have to open the develop module of Lightroom
* First step is to choose tone base
* The tone base will hightlight various settings like shadows, whites and blacks, constrast, clarity, saturation etc. It will set the foundation for the faux HDR effect
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
Tell me how to take back-up of photographs in light room?

Answer:-
To take the back up of your photograph you have to
* Go to EditÃ Catalog setting (windows) or Light room Ã  Catalog Setting (Mac)
* Click the general tab
* Look for the back-up section
* Look for the back-up catalog menu and select every time lightroom exits
Read More Answers.
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Question # 40
Tell me how do you meet tough deadlines? Tell me about a time you completed great work under pressure?

Answer:-
Good designers are thoughtful and thorough, but you also want to make sure they know how to prioritize and work well under time constraints.
Read More Answers.

Question # 41
Basic Photoshop Expert Job Interview Questions:

Answer:-
* What is Gradients?
* What is Photoshop?
* What is a Smart Object?
* How do I crop an image?
* How do you print the grid?
* What is Adobe Photoshop?
* How do you create an artistic border?
* What is Gradients in Adobe Photoshop?
* How do we crop an image in photoshop?
* Explain about the photoshop Work Area?
* Why should I scan my photos at 300 dpi?
* Can you organize layers as in Photoshop?
* What is resolution and which one is right?
* How do you select an exact color to match?
* How do we print the grid in Adobe Photoshop?
* Explain about stress analysis in Adobe Photoshop?
* Where can I find out all about digital photography?
* How do I crop and size a photo in Adobe  Photoshop ?
* For web graphics should save the files in jpg or gif format?
* How can I create a new photo edge in Adobe  Photoshop ?
* I'm totally new to Photoshop. Where is the best place to start?
* What is Resizing Images and Size Guide in Adobe Photoshop?
* How do I slice up an image in Adobe Photoshop CS4 Extended?
* How do you make the palette size default to pixels instead of inches?
* For Photoshop is cs3 really that much better than cs2 on an Intel Mac?
* What exactly does Photoshop certification entail, and what is an ACE?
* How do you adjust the color balance of an image of layer in Photoshop?
* What is the quickest way to achieve this? Multiple layers? Layer masks?
* Do you have a tutorial that shows how to build a web page in Photoshop?
* Do you have a tutorial that shows how to remove red eye from photographs?
* I would like to learn more about brushes. Do you have a tutorial to recommend?
* I have lost all my digital photos! Help! Do you have any photo recovery solutions?
* Is it possible in Adobe Acrobat Professional to convert something to a booklet format?
* Now that I have edited my image I want to save it but there are so many options - which do you recommend?
* In Photoshop when working with landscape photos, how can I straighten out crooked horizons and horizons that drop off at the ends through the use of wide angle
lenses?
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
Professional Photoshop Expert Job Interview Questions:

Answer:-
* Why did you decide for a career of a graphic designer?
* What caught your eye on the job description?
* Why do you want to work for us and not for other company? There are many offers for graphic designers...
* What characterize a good designer from your point of view?
* What are your strengths and weaknesses?
* What do you want to accomplish on this position?
* Where do you see yourself in five years time?
* Describe a situation when you needed to meet a tight deadline with a project.
* Describe a situation when you worked under pressure. How did you handle that?
* Describe a conflict you had with your boss, or with your colleague. What was the situation and how did you solve it?
* What kind of design projects are you most interested in?
* Name all software products you can work with. How long have you been working with it. What do you like about this and that program? Why do you prefer it to
other, competing programs?
* What do you consider to be the current trends in the area of graphic design?
* How important do you think communication in graphic design is?
* What is a primary goal of a graphic designer? Is it important that the design is good looking, or what else should a designer consider his first priority?
* Tell me something about your latest design projects. What challenges did you face and how did you handle it?
* What do you consider your most successful design project and why?
* What are the differences between associative hatching and non-associative hatching in CAD?
* If you wanted to select a line and there were other lines on top of it how would you select it in CAD?
* What is the difference between a crossing polygon and a window polygon?
* What is Linking Layer in Photoshop?
* How to modify one image from one layer to another layer?
* Explain about Lasso tools in Photoshop.
* What is the shortcut to zoom back to 100%?
* When are you able to start?
* Do you have any questions?
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Read More Answers.

Question # 43
Explain me why did you decide for a career of graphic designer?

Answer:-
Exceptional graphic designers are always driven by passion, creativity and love.
This job is good. We all know it. Clean working environment, different projects all the time, exceptional salary. You name it! However, different motives of career
choice should resonate in your answer.
Focus on your love to designing, on perfect predispositions to have a job, on strong belief in added value you can bring to the team as a graphic designer,  on a chance
to change something in the world (or at least in a corporation).
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
Explain me how do you select an exact color to match?

Answer:-
There are two ways of doing this: The easiest way is to use the eyedropper tool to sample the color as your foreground color - make sure the foreground color square
is selected when you use the eyedropper tool - then use a brush, pencil or the paint bucket tool to cover the area. Alternatively, try using the Clone Stamp Tool.
Alt+Click where you want to take the color from, and then hold down the mouse key to cover up the new area.
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
Tell me where do you see yourself in five years time as Photoshop Expert?

Answer:-
To be honest, I do not think about the future too much. I love to design. I love to work on new campaigns, make a difference with my work. If I have the same job in
five years time, I can see myself very happy in daily life. However, firstly I need to get this job :).
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
In Photoshop, what is a smart object?

Answer:-
In Photoshop CS2 and above, it has a special layer known as Smart Object Layer.  Smart objects give freedom to work with multiple copies of a single object. All the
multiple copies will be updated simultaneously when single object is updated. Also, changes in the adjustment of layers and layer styles of a single object can be done
without affecting the multiple copies. Without any loss in pixel, pixel based objects can be changed several times.
Read More Answers.

Question # 47
Tell me what is a Gaussian blur?

Answer:-
Gaussian blur is a tool that blurs the edges of the image to make it more real and adaptive to the surrounding. Often it is believed that Gaussian blur can only blurs the
image, but if it is used cleverly it will not blurs the image but enhance the appearance.
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
Tell us what is PostScript and showpage command?

Answer:-
PostScript is a page description language developed by Adobe Systems. It is a language for printing documents on laser printer, but it can also be used to produce
images on other types of devices.
Showpage command transfers the contents of the current page to the current output device.
The main function of showpage is
• It executes the endpage procedure in the page device dictionary
• Executes the function equivalent of an initgraphics operation, reinitializing the graphics state for the next page
• In page device dictionary, it executes the beginpage
• If the Boolean result returned by the EndPage process is true, transmits the contents of the page to the current output device and performs the equivalent of an
erasepage operation, clearing the contents in preparation for the next page.
Read More Answers.

Question # 49
Tell me to create a Diptych?

Answer:-
To create a Diptych
* Go to "Print" module under the main menu
* Under layout style select Custom Package
* Now under Rulers, Grids and Guides , check and uncheck the options as per your requirement like page grid, rulers, image cells, dimensions etc.
* After that adjust other settings like file resolution, custom file dimensions, JPEG Quality
* Now you can drag and drop the images on your film strip onto the blank page and arrange them
* When done, choose print to file to export your diptych
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Read More Answers.

Question # 50
Explain me where you will find the back-up in light room?

Answer:-
When you install lightroom, the program makes a folder "Lightroom".  This folder contains
* lightroom catalog
* Files related to the catalog
* A folder named Backups for Lightroom backups
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
Explain me your creative process. What are the major steps?

Answer:-
Every designer should have a detailed answer prepared for this. A good designer won't just jump in and start designing. Great designers begin by trying to understand
the problem they're being asked to solve. Depending on the project, they might interview users or look through data to determine the best course of action. They
should also allow for at least one round of substantive feedback and iteration before they submit their final designs.
Read More Answers.

Question # 52
Tell me how to organize layers as in photoshop?

Answer:-
For example you create a Ball in 1st layer and then in second layer you create the background. But you should lock all the layers and unlock the layer which u r
working, because unlocked layers will be active always(active means, if u want to drage the ball, backgroung layers also will be affected)
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
Explain me what kind of design projects are you interested in?

Answer:-
I love creative design. The portfolio of your company amazed me on the very first glance, as I saw a lot of creativeness in each piece of work.  Therefore I can see
myself fitting pretty well in your company. I have on my mind already some ideas for your existing campaigns.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
Explain me how do I slice up an image in Adobe Photoshop CS4 Extended?

Answer:-
Well, I just got Adobe Photoshop CS4 Extended and I saw that there is no slice tool. I found that kind of strange. I mean, that is a HUGE tool. All master web
designers use the slice tool to make their websites which is what I need it for. So could someone please tell me how I slice an image in Adobe Photoshop CS4
Extended?.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
Tell me what qualities and skills should a good graphic designer have?

Answer:-
This is a great opportunity to see how a designer thinks of their profession. "To create great designs" is not enough. A good designer will be able to articulate how
their designs communicate your brand's vision and solve practical problems.
Read More Answers.

Question # 56
Tell me how you can create a Grainy matte effect in Lightroom?

Answer:-
To create a Grainy matte effect in lightroom , you have to
* Go to "basic" section of the develop module
* Make changes like shadows, clarity or saturation if it requires
* Now go to the "split toning" section in the develop module and make the adjustment to Hue, saturation, balance, hightlight etc.
* And at the last we have to add grain, you can adjust the option like Amount, Size and Roughness
Read More Answers.

Question # 57
Tell me what is Photoshop lightroom?

Answer:-
Photoshop light room is a software designed for photographer to make post-processing work easy after photography.
Key features in Light room  are
* PNG Support
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* Full Screen Mode
* User Configurable Grid Overlays
* Windows HiDPI Support
Read More Answers.

Question # 58
Explain me how to create a transparent background in Photoshop?

Answer:-
To create a transparent image you need to follows three steps:
* First go to 'Select' option and select the background, and then click on 'Inverse'. This will select your main picture.
* Open a new file, select option ' Transparent' under content, and you will have a file with transparent background.
* Copy your main picture and paste it to new file you created.
Read More Answers.

Question # 59
Explain me in Adobe Photoshop how you can print the grid?

Answer:-
First of all you have to place the non-printing grid in a manner you want the print, and then take a screen shot.  Now, you have to open a new file and paste your
screen shot image on it. Once done, you can crop the background of the Photoshop window except the image with the grid. The image is ready for print.
Read More Answers.

Question # 60
Explain me in synchronize setting what you should not sync?

Answer:-
While using "Sync" function you must not check the check box for "Brush" option in synchronize settings, as it may distort the image appearance. Even if the image
is almost similar never check mark to this option.
Read More Answers.

Question # 61
Tell me what do you want to accomplish on this position as Photoshop Expert?

Answer:-
I would really love to design some memorable campaigns and help this company to become famous and dominate the market. After all, I understand that if I do so, if
this company prosper because of my job, you will do your best to keep me happy in this job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 62
Tell me how smart collection in lightroom is useful?

Answer:-
Smart collection in light room is useful in
* Finding specific file types
* Smart collections to mark best images and can set up additional criteria
* Smart collections for Aspect Ratio- which means you can see your image in different formats like landscape, portrait and square
Read More Answers.

Question # 63
Tell me how can you reduce noise in an image?

Answer:-
Reduce noise option is helpful to reduce the color and luminance effect in the image. To reduce the noise in an image, you have to go in a menu bar, select a filter
menu, and in that you will see an option for NOISE. Again, clicking on it, it will show other option including reducing noise.
Read More Answers.

Question # 64
Explain what is the short cut to e-mails photos directly from lightroom?

Answer:-
To e-mail photos directly from the lightroom short cut is
Press:  Command+Shift+M(MAC) / Control+shift+M ( displays the options to e-mail photos in lightroom)
Read More Answers.

Question # 65
Tell me how do you print the grid?

Answer:-
Put the non printing grid on how you want it, then take a screen capture (alt + Print Screen on PC) Open a new file, the size should be set as the size of the grab, and
paste. Crop away everything (the background of the photoshop window, etc.)except for the image with grid on it...and print.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 66
Tell us how you can assign a keywords in Lightroom?

Answer:-
Lightroom provides the feature to assign keywords to your image.  In order to do that
* Select the image you want to assign the keyword
* Under the library option you will see keyword Panel
* Inside the keyword panel you can enter the name you want to assign to selected photos
Read More Answers.

Question # 67
Explain me how you fix the blurry images in Photoshop?

Answer:-
To fix the blurry images in Photoshop you can use sharpening tools. Sharpening the image will lose the pixels, make sure you are finished with everything else and
saved the changes before you start sharpening the image.
Read More Answers.

Question # 68
Do you know how to achieve Black/White with Color Detail?

Answer:-
use the lasso tool to carefully select the elements that you want to retain as color - you may even want to feather the selection by a couple of pixels if it looks better.
Once you have these selected, invert the selection so that everything except the eyes/lips are selected, then desaturated the layer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 69
Tell me how do you select an exact color to match?

Answer:-
To sample the color as foreground color, we use the eye-dropper tool.   Select the foreground color square, use the paint bucket tool or brush tool for covering the
area. You can also use Clone Stamp Tool.  Now use the key Alt+ and click where you want the color from and hold down the mouse button to cover up the area.
Read More Answers.

Question # 70
Do you know how does Red Eye tool works?

Answer:-
Red eye tool is a type of a repairing tool. When you circle any problematic area with red eye tool, the Photoshop will automatically identity that area and will replace
it by dark-gray pixels.
Read More Answers.

Question # 71
Explain me how do you organize layers in Photoshop?

Answer:-
A layers shows a picture or image. To organize layers in Photoshop, place various images in separate layers. Lock the unused layers and unlock the layers which are
in use. When two or more layers need to be changed, unlock the layers.
Read More Answers.

Question # 72
Tell me how do I crop an image?

Answer:-
Cropping an image allows you to cut out any portion of the image you don't like and/or make an image smaller. This document contains the steps performed to crop
an image in each of the major image editors. To the right is a visual example of a large image, such as a image scanned into the computer being cropped to a smaller
image.
Read More Answers.

Question # 73
Explain me have you learned something new or interesting lately?

Answer:-
Make sure you know all the relevant news and blogs. You should be reading them regardless, but doing so on a daily basis during your job search is important. Be
ready to talk casually and fluently about the latest web trends.
Read More Answers.

Question # 74
Tell me what are swatches palettes?
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Answer:-
Photoshop provides two palettes for selecting color, a) Swatch Palettes  b) Color Palettes.  Some specific colors can be used without remembering the numeric color
values. Also, colors can be extracted from an available image. Default swatches and custom swatches are also an additional option for the users.
Read More Answers.

Question # 75
Tell me how do you measure the success of your designs?

Answer:-
A good designer should always be looking for feedback and opportunities to iterate. They should care about metrics like conversion rates, click-throughs, and user
feedback even if they aren't measured by them.
Read More Answers.

Question # 76
Tell me what is healing tool?

Answer:-
Healing tool is used in Photoshop to hide the unwanted spots or pictures that appeared in your original picture and makes picture look like real without any changes. 
The tool use complicated algorithm to calculate what would be the area of your picture based on the surrounding pixels.
Read More Answers.
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